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R.J. La Hays Limits on m -- 2, n --- 1 Error Field Induced Locked Mode Instability in TPX

ABSTRACT

Irregularities in the winding or alignment of p0]oidal or toroidal magnetic field

coils in tokamaks produce resonant low m, n - 1 static error fields. Otherwise

stable discharges can become nonlinearly unstable, and locked modes can occur with

subsequent disruption when subjected to modest m = 2, n - 1 external perturbations.

Using both theory and the results of error field/locked mode experiments on DIII-D

and other tokamaks, the critical m - 2, n - 1 applied error field for locked mode

instability in TPX is calculated for discharges with ohmic, neutral beam, or rf heating.

Ohmic discharges are predicted to be most sensitive, but even co-injected neutral

beam discharges (at fN = 3) in TPX will require keeping the relative 2, 1 error

field (Br21/BT) below 2 x 10-4. The error fields resulting from "as-built" alignment

irregularities of various poloidal field coils are computed. Coils if well-designed must

be positioned to within 3 mm with respect to the toroidal field to keep the total 2,1

error field within limits. Failing this, a set of prototype correction coils is analyzed

for use in bringing 2,1 error field down to a tolerable level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are now a number of experiments (Refs. 1-4) and various theoretical

work (Refs. 5, 6) that are consistent on the role which resonant, low m, n = 1 static,

magnetic error fields play on stability. An error field of the form Brmn cos (n¢- mO)

when applied to the plasma tends to form a static island. However, the plasma on

either side of the islemd chain rotates due to the diamagnetic drift or to momentum

injected from neutral beams or rf waves. As the plasma in the static island chain has

no net flow, a torque is exerted which opposes the flowing plasma. This is balanced

by viscous and inertial forces. For sufficiently small static error fields, the viscous

and inertial forces dominate and inhibit the formation of a static island, i.e. the error

field island is shrunk to a harmless size much less than expected from calculations

based on a vacuum error field and a toroidally symmetric equilibrium. If the error

field is increased, its torque on the flowing plasma increases, reducing the plasma slip

velocity which reduces the viscous and inertial torques squeezing the static island.

At a critical condition, the error field torque is sufficient to stop flow around the

resonant surface and penetration and reconnection occur. This is a locked mode, i.e.

the plasma response to the static error field changes state from the rotating plasma

squeezing the vacuum island into a negligible size (Refs. 5, 6) to the locked plasma

amplifying the vacuum island by a large factor (Refs. 5-8). Disruptions usually follow

locked modes when the edge safety factor is less than q - 4. For reliable, steady-state

discharges without disruptions, locked modes must be avoided; this is done by keeping

static error fields, particularly the m = 2, n = 1 component, well below the critical

level.

In Section 2, the theory and experiments for low density, ohmic locked modes are

presented and extrapolated to TPX. In Section 3, the critical error field in TPX for

high beta, neutral beam-heated discharges is calculated. In Section 4, high beta, rf-

heated discharges are considered. In Section 5, the Fourier spectra for typical poloidal

field coil irregularities are given with a total 2,1 field error criterion on coil alignment.

In Section 6, a prototype correction coil, "C-coil" is analyzed.

GENERAL ATOMICS RF_OI:tT GA-A21167 1
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2. OHMICALLY-HEATED DISCHARGESIN TPX

The nonlinear tearing theory of the interaction of static resonant magnetic per-

turbations with the rotating plasma has been examined by Fitzpatrick and Hender.

A critical radial, helical error field evaluated at minor radius r = a relative to toroidal

field BT is predicted for m -----2, n = 1 (Ref. 5).

(Br21 _ 4.2g 2 -A_r0
Bw . S x (frH) 4/3 , (1)

where g2 is a weak function of viscosity of order one; r, is the resonant surface minor

radius for q = 2; --A_ r, and S are the dimensionless tearing parameter and shear at

r,; f is the natural unperturbed toroidal rotation frequency at q = 2; and _'H = Ro

(l_o_mi)l/2/Bw is the Alfv4n time. Equation (1) predicts that slower rotating plasmas

(lower f) are more easily locked. The term (frH) 4la scales as (f R/BT) 4/a _2/a, thus

lower density plasmas are easier to lock because of weaker inertia/ forces; the g2

factor increases as viscous forces become more important. The theory is successful in

explaining ohmic experimental results that:

1. Critical B_ 2z/Bw "_ fi2/s in ohmic discharges.

2. That lower q discharges with more unstable tearing profiles have lower

critical B. 21/BT.

3. That larger devices with slower rotation have lower critical B. 2z/Bw

i4/3.

For ohmic plasmas, f is about the electron diamagnetic drift frequency (Ref. 4)

f _ _B T,o/eSTa 2 , (2)

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21167 3



Limits on m -- 2, _ =: I Error Field Induced Locked Mode Instability in TPX Ft.J. La Haye

with the central electron temperature for parabolic squared profile with elongation

, (3)

and electron energy confinement time thatof Pfeiffer-Waatz (P_ef. 9)

rE. = 9.5 X 10 -20 _0.90 ao.90/{01.63 _eff_0'2S , (4)

where all quantities are MKS unless otherwise noted.

Using Eqs. (2) through (4), the predicted frequency f ,',.,RoO/SBTr I/s and is

a strongly decreasing function of device size (Ref. 4). Thus by Eq. (1), the critical

error field decreases rapidly with increasing device major radius. This is confirmed

experimentally in a matched set of critical 2,1 error field experiments in COMPASS-

C, DIII-D and JET with Ro = 0.56 m, 1.67 m, and 3.0 m respectively (Refs. 4, 10).

Keeping the edge safety factor q ,_ 3.5, with deuterium ohmic discharges and similar

normalized low density of R _ra2/I m, 0.2 x 102om-Sx m2/MA [0.2 of Greenwald

limit (Ref. 11)], the critical Br21/BT measured decreased rapidly with increasing

device major radius as shown in Fig. 1. The extrapolation to a Ro = 6 m ITER is

also plotted.

For detailed comparison of the model to the high-current double-null design-

basis of TPX, we scale DIII-D at Ro = 1.67 m and BT = 1.3 T to TPX at Ro =

2.25 m and Bw = 4.0 T (Ref. 12). The model predictions for DIII-D and TPX

for ohmic discharges are shown in Table I. The model based on Fxts. (1) to (4) is

in good agreement with DIII-D measurements. One assumes that for similar edge

safety factor, current profiles will be similar so that rs/R0, -A_ r, and S will be the

same. Taking rs/R0 = 0.29, --A_r0 = 0.5 and S = 1, the theory of Eq. (1) predicts

for DIII-D that Br,21/Bw[crit = 3.2 x 10-4 compared to 1.7 x 10-4 measured. As

the current profile parameters of the elongated DIII-D single-nulled divertor are only

approximately known and the theory is for a straight, cylindrical plasma, the theory

is quite successful in predicting absolute values of critical error field.

4 GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21167
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Fig. 1. Measured critical, relative 2,1 error field versus device major radius for COMPASS-C,
DI II-D, and JET with an extrapolation to ITER. Ali experiments keep edge safety fac-
tor q _ 3.5, normalized density fi _"a2/I ,_ 0.2 X 1020 rn-3 X m2/MA and are done
in ohmic, deuterium discharges.
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TABLE I

OHMIC, DEUTERIUM DISCHARGES, SND OF q_5 = 3.6 FOR DIII-D,

DND OF qo5 = 3.2 FOR TPX, Zefr = 2, _ _"a2/Ip = 0.24 (1020 m-a x m_/MA)

DIII-D TPX

Ro (m) 1.67 2.25
a (m) 0.64 0.50

_; 1.6 2.0

BT (T) 1.3 4.0

Ip (MA) 0.95 2.0

(i0_°m -a) 0.18 0.51

rE, (s) (Pfeiffer-Waltz) 0.037 0.12

Teo (keV) 0.98 2.4

f, (kHz) 1.8 2.4

g2 3.1 1.7
I

B--z-_[ 1.7 X 10 -4 (measured) 0.9 X 10 -4 (predicted)
BT I cat

To keep the ohmic target plasmas in TPX from having locked modes and dis-

ruption before the supplementary heating phase, the 2,1 relative error fields must be

kept at or below 0.9 x 10 -4 for fi_r a2/Ip ,_ 0.2. As B_21/BT "-_fi2/a, operating at

_rr a2/Ip ,.,m0.6 increases the allowable error field by a factor of 32/s _ 2 but may

obviate the use of desirable low density, ohmic target plasmas.

6 GENEHAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21187
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3. NEUTRAL BEAM-HEATED DISCHARGESIN TPX

For discharges with co-injected neutral beams, the rotation depends on the beam

angle, power and voltage. Critical 2,1 error fields were experimentally determined in

single-null divertor (SND), ELMing H-mode discharges in DIII-D (Ref. 13). The

basic parameters were similar to those of Table I except that frequency and density

were weak functions of beam power. The density was medium-high at _ _ra 2/Ip "_ 0.6.

The critical relative error field was found to drop sharply with increasing power and

beta as shown in Fig. 2. This was interpreted as due to the 2,1 tearing stability

parameter approaching zero as _ went to _=,_ _ 3.51 (MA)/a BT, i.e. as _ went up,

--A[_ r0 went down to zero from positive stable value. As a result, near the beta limit

the critical 2,1 error field dropped to below the ohmic value despite the much faster

rotation.

The DIII-D results with 75 keV beams are scaled to TPX at Ro = 2.25 m, Bw -

4.0 T with 100 keV beams. For H-mode discharges the natural 2, 1 toroidal frequency

f is determined by the beam momentum input and the viscous losses (Re£ 13).

I ( VB PB coS _,)B ) TMf '_ 2_rRo eVB 2rRo_ra2fi , (5)

where VB is the beam neutral particle speed, VB is the beam voltage, PB is the beam

power, CB is the beam angle and VM is the momentum confinement time taken as

equal to the JET/DIII-D H-mode total energy confinement time (Ref. 14).

VM -- _'_ = 4.03 X 10-s p_0.48 i_.0a R_.4s , (6)

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21187 7
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Fig.2. Measuredcritical,relative2,1 errorfield in DIII-D versus/3for neutralbeam-heated,

H-trade, single-null divertor discharges with q95 = 3.5 and _'a2/I ,_ 0.6 x
1020 m -3 X m2/MA.

with all parameters in MKS units. For flat density profile, parabolic temperature

profile and Te = Ti,

Teo (eV) =/3B_:/3fiss/_o • (7)

8 GENEI%AL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21167
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The predicted theoretical, critical, relative 2,1 error field for large, beam driven

tokamaks where viscous drag dominates is (Ref. 5)

I II_l 1/5 )3/5 I ffT_-I_ 2/5

Br21. -- 1.1 (--A_r, S 1/5
BT a _ _'M / ' (8)

which scales as (f R2/B_ 7-M)2/5 _2/5. Again, more slowly rotating, lower density

discharges are predicted to be more sensitive to error field induced locked modes.

Note that for NB discharges, if f --- ft-1 Br21/BT has no explicit dependence on

density.

The model predictions for neutral beam-heated, deuterium, ELMing, H-mode,

SND discharges for DIII-D and DND discharges for TPX are shown in Table II. The

_al_ul_tio_t_k____/I_ = 0.6(1020_-_ xm2/Mg)_N-- 3 [_N= axp(MA)/_BT
with _ = 2;zo(Ps_-E)/B_rV and V = 27rR0_Tra 2] and Te = Ti with VB = 75 keV

for DIII-D, 100 keV for TPX, and _B = 47 °. The model predictions shown for

_'E, Teo and f for DIII-D are in good agreement with measurements. The mea-l

sured critical Br21/BTI of 3.0 x 10 -4 is in agreement with theory of Eq. (8) for
I

r,/R0 = 0.26, --A_r, = 0.22 and S -- 1. Scaling to TPX, one predicts critical

Br21/BT = 2.2 x 10 -4, somewhat lower than measured in DIII-D for _N : 3 and
a

the same current profile. The rotation frequency f is higher and the Alfven time

is lower. As usually noted both experimentally and theoretically, major radius scal-

ing dominates in determining the critical 2,1 error field. Thus TPX will not be too

different than DIII-D.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21187 9
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TABLE I!

NEUTRAL BEAM-HEATED, DEUTERIUM DISCHARGES,

H-mode, _, lr a_/Ip = 0.60 (1020 m-s × m2/MA),/gN = 3, CT,- T_

DIII-D TPX

(rn) 1.67 2.25
a (m) 0.60 0.50

1.8 2.0

BT (T) 1.2 4.0

I, (MA) 0.95 2.0

_, (1014 m-s) 0.50 1.5

PB (MW) 5.9 (75 kV) 27 (100 keV)

rE (s) 0.095 0.16

(JET/DIII-D, H)

T,o(keV) 1.9 5.3
.f,(kHz) 5.7 9.1

3.0 x 10-4 (measured) 2.2 x 10-4 (predicted)BT a
¢z|t

I0 GENERAL ATOA4ICS REPORT GA-A21167
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4. RADIOFREQUENCYHEATEDDISCHARGESIN TPX

For rf-heated discharges, one assumes: (1) equal confinement and profiles as

for neutral beams, (2) no net momentum input and (3) that the 2,1 natural toroidal

rotation frequency f is that of the electron diamagnetic drift but with parabolic T,

profile,

/ _ 2,_s T.o/3 _Bz a_ , (9)

For the parameters of Table II, f = 3.5 kHz is predicted for rf discharges and scal-

ing from DIII-D to TPX, B_21/BT _ (fR2/B_rM)2/s_t 2/s one predicts critical

B_21/BT _ 1.5 x 10-4 for rf TPX discharges, lower than for the 100 keV neutral

beam discharges injected at 47°. The slower rotation is the cause of the predicted

greater sensitivity as everything else is assumed equal.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21167 II
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5. POLOIDAL FIELD COIL IRREGULARITY ERROR FIELDS

The normalized density, predicted 2,1 natural toroidal rotation frequency, Alfvdn

time, momentum confinement time and critical relative error field are given for TPX

in Table III. The ohmic error field presents the biggest potential problem but reliable,

steady-state operation of TPX without error field-induced locked modes and disrup-

tions requires staying well below critical values for beams. The estimated, critical 2,1

error field is evaluated on a circular torus. To account for toroidal and elongation

effects on real, non-circular flux surfaces, one must also limit n = 1, m = 1, 3, and 4

error fields to at or below the 2,1 limit. Careful coil design and alignment as well as

error field correcting coils will be necessary to avoid error field-induced locked modes

and disruption on TPX.

TABLEIII
PREDICTED PARAMETERSFOR TPX

Ohmic RF Neutral Beam

fi,lra2/Ip (102° m -a x m2/MA) 0.2 0.6 0.6
f (kHz)* -2.4 -3.5 9.1
rH (/_S) 0.26 0.45 0.45
"FM (S) 0.12 0.16 0.16
B_21/BTi. (10 -4) 0.9 1.5 2.2

*Negative frequency is electron diamagnetic drift direction.

The cross section of a TPX high current double-null divertor (DND) equilibrium

and PF coil set at the start of plasma current flattop is shown in Fig. 3 (Ref. 12). To

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A21187 13
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Fig. 3. Crosssection of TPX equilibrium. Also shownare prototype "window-pane" correc-
tion coils,CU, CM, and CL.
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study field errors, coils PFIU, PF5U, and PF6U are individually shifted by AR =

3 mm each, i.e. horizontally with respect to the toroidal field as likely alignment

errors in assembly. Previous work on DIII-D etc. indicates that AZ = 3 mm tilts

will produce similar n = 1 error fields. The n = 1, m spectrum of each "as-built"

irregularity is Fourier analyzed on a circular torus of major radius Ro = 2.25 m and

minor radius vf2a = 0.71 m to allow for the tc = 2 elongation. Table IV fists coil

positions Rc, Zt, current Ic and m = 2, n = 1 helical radial field error Br21. The

n = 1, m spectra of Br,_= axe shown in Fig. 4. The inner PF coils produce the largest

Br 21 for a given misposition from the ideal location.

Ignoring any toroidal field coil errors, PF coils other than 1,5 and 6 U and L, and

any winding irregularities such as from feeds, turn-to-turn transitions etc., one can

now set a limit on alignment error taking total Br21/BT < 9.9x 10 -4 or Br21 < 3.6 G.

Assuming random shifts and tilts of each of the six studied coils (PF1U, PF1L, PF5U,

PF5L, PF6U, and PF6L) the allowable alignment error by the method of the square

root of the sum of the squares total is AS - [(AR) 2 + (Ag)2] 1/2 .<_ 3 mm. Of course,

the DIII-D experience is that errors are not random as an assembly misalignment in

one coil can propagate to misalign the next coil placed in position (Ref. 15). Allowing

for inevitable "as-designed" winding irregularities will make the tolerable AS for

alignment even lower.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPOI_fl _ GA-A21167 15
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TABLE IV
m -- 2, n -- 1 FIELD ERRORFROM 3 mmHORIZONTAL SHIFTS

Coil Rc (m) Zc (m) lc (MA) B_21 (G)

PFIU 0.72 0.18 -2.42 1.63
PF5U 1.23 2.20 3.40 0.71
PF6U 3.78 2.13 -1.60 0.39

2

n--1

PF1U AT-2.42 MA

tD

_ 1
PF5U AT 3.4 MA

PF6U AT
-1.6 MA

0 I I _ I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

m

Fig. 4. Helical,radialerrorfield componentsfrom 3 mm shift of variousPF coils.

16 GENERAL ATOMICS R/KPORT GA-A21167
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6. PROTOTYPE CORRECTION COILS, "C-COILS"

To reduce error fields a simple correction coil, the "n - 1 coil" has been useful on

DIII-D and a more effective coil is planned (Refs. 1, 16). Prototype "window-pane"

coils such as planned for DIII-D and contemplated for BPX may be needed for TPX.

The conceptual set of "C-coils" places four windowpanes on top, four on the bottom,

and four on the outside of TPX. See Fig. 3. Each windowpane C-coil segment is

80 ° in toroidal extent and with opposite pair in opposition an n = 1 correcting field

is produced with some n = 3 sideband. The Fourier analyses of one of each pair

of each type is shown in Fig. 5 for 20 kA-turns along with the error field spectrum

for random 3 mm displacements of the PF-coils. The proposed C-coils have similar

n - 1, m spectra as typical PF coil alignment errors and can thus be appropriately

driven so as to reduce or null the n - 1, rn - 1, 2, and 3 error field components.

The 20 kA-turns current limit for the C-coil is very modest compared to the PF coil

currents.

GENERAL ATOIVIICS REPORT GA-A21167 I-/
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PF

0 I I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

m

Fig. 5. Helical, radial error field spectra for C-coilsCU or CL and CM with 20 kA-turns and
for PF coils randomly displacedby 3 mm.
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